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Abstract Here we propose an application schema for features and processes of
science of geomorphology based on international geoinformation standards. Using
the Geography Markup Language and the Unified Modeling Language, this object
oriented model is a precondition for data exchange without loss of semantical infor-
mation.

Landforms and their evolution are determined by the surface, subsurface precon-
ditions, and external forces, which result in erosion processes. The analysis of this
complex process-form interaction is covered by the field of geomorphology, whose
members work in various locations around the world.

The main problem of a synoptic approach is that data cannot be easily exchanged
among different study groups. This is partially due to the fact that commer-
cial GI-software is not adapted to the needs of the science of geomorphology.
Another problem is the storage of data in so-called flat files without a documented
data structure.

Geoinformatics has been dealing with the questions of data management and
representation of 3-D objects for quite a while. The efforts of the International Orga-
nization for Standardization and the Open Geospatial Consortium deserve particu-
lar credit in this context. They are striving for standardization in order to achieve
their main goal of interoperability of the different GIS and data formats that are
being used. The development of formal semantic models by the community of geo-
morphologists is imperative to achieve these innovations.

Here we present an application model for geomorphic purposes that must fulfill
the following requirements: First, an object-oriented view of landforms with a true
3D geometric data format has to be established. Second, the internal structure of
landforms needs to be stored in an adequate way. Third, the interaction of process
and a Geoobject must be represented. Fourth, the change of landforms over time
must be considered.
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The goal is to develop a framework for a Geomorphic Information System that will
enable scientists to share data worldwide. Such a global data transfer is necessary to
evaluate landscape evolution research results in areas such as the impact of climate
change on the land surface on a larger scale.

Keywords Interoperability · Geomorphic information system · Data model ·
Geoobject

1 Introduction

Geomorphology as the science of the land’s surface investigates landforms, their
change, and the processes causing their change all over the world (Hugget 2003).
The main problem in comparing results of observations and predictions is that land-
forms first have a complex 3 dimensional geometry, second have numerous inter-
nal parameters and third develop in a process-response system, sometimes over a
very long time. To solve the latter problem geomorphology has adopted the ergodic
principle. This is a space for time substitution which means after Paine that sam-
pling across an ensemble is equivalent to sampling through time for a single system
(Paine 1985, Chorley and Kennedy 1971, Dikau et al. 1998). Anyway, to describe
landforms in a formal way with the objective of exchanging complex land surface
of data of features and processes still poses a great challenge.

In geographical information science the exchange of data without loss of infor-
mation from one application to another is called interoperability (Gröger and Kolbe
2005). It is achieved when datasets are heterogeneous which poses three questions
(Bishr 1998). First, the semantically heterogeneity addresses the problem that a dif-
ferent perception of phenomena leads to different abstractions. Second, the schema
heterogeneity refers to structural differences in modeling one and the same feature
in different ways. Third, the syntactically heterogeneity, adverting more technical
issues like the interchange format to transport the data. The first point can only be
clarified by the involved scientists (Fonseca and Egenhofer 1999, Dehn et al. 2001),
the second and third by the use of international standards for application modeling
and data transfer.

In the field of geoinformation systems mainly two organisations work on stan-
dards and norms. These are the Technical Committee 211 (TC 211) of the Inter-
national Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the Open Geospatial Consor-
tium (OGC). For 3D geodata the most important standard is the ISO 19107 Spa-
tial Schema, which specifies the representation of 0–3 dimensional geometrical and
topological primitives. This is done as an abstract specification on the basis of the
Unified Modelling Language (UML) (Booch et al. 1999). Further abstract specifi-
cations rule how application models have to be built or how annotations are formu-
lated, like the ISO 19109 (2002) or ISO 19115 (2002), respectively. However, no
implementation rules are defined.

Using the Geography Markup Language 3 (GML3) assures syntactically hetero-
geneity (Cox et al. 2005, Lake et al. 2004). GML3 is the realization of the abstract
concepts of ISO 19107 and other standards mentioned above applying the widely
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used Internet standard Extensible Markup Language (XML) (Yergeau et al. 2004,
Hunter et al. 2004) as a computer and human readable language. Although GML3
is written in XML, representing GML3 concepts using UML class diagrams is quite
established.

When heterogeneity is achieved, geographic information can be readily shared on
the Internet today. A Web Feature Service (WFS) allocates standardised methods to
retrieve and update geospatial data encoded in GML3 using the Internet standard
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) (Vretanos 2005, Lake et al. 2004). However,
GML3 as a syntactical basis for request and response message does not solve the
problems of formalising our scientific perception of phenomena. It remains in hands
of the scientists to develop an application model covering universally accepted con-
cepts of geomorphology.

Here we present such an application model for geomorphic purposes that fulfills
the following requirements: First, an object-oriented view of landforms with a true
3D geometric data format. A representation of features by 2D tessellations is unable
to cover the as-is state and volume of the material involved. Second, the internal
structure of landforms are represented in an adequate way. Drillings and also geo-
physical data mining provide a lot more of information about substrate and subsur-
face shapes than a map can show. Third, the interaction of process and a Geoobject
is modeled through a class concept of a geoprocess. This representation can be used
to store a process-related accessibility (German: Prozessuale Erreichbarkeit). Some
neighboring features come into contact with each other through the exchange of
material, some do not. Fourth, the change of landforms over time is considered.
While the shape and internal properties of features may change over time, their
semantically identity will remain unless they are completely erased through erosion
processes. Developing a geomorphological application model further aims a com-
mon definition of the basic entities, attributes, and relations of the land surface’s
entities.

We briefly describe the approach to develop a formal model in informational sci-
ence (Sect. 2) as well as the formalism UML. Section 2.2 includes the used GML3
classes to represent the geoobject’s geometry. In Sect. 3 we describe the application
model developed in this study. Therefore, we focus on the essential concepts of a
geoobject and the geoprocess. Section 3.2 comprises a more detailed model of a
special type, a soil slope. At the end we will discuss the archived findings.

2 Methodological Approach to Formal Modeling of Geoobjects

Worldwide geographical data can be shared over the Internet using Web Feature
Services (Vretanos 2005, Lake et al. 2004). The precondition is the development
of a semantic model or ontology (Fonseca et al. 2002) based on the international
standard GML3 as an implementation of the ISO 109107 and others.

Gruber defines an ontology as a formal, explicit specification of a shared concep-
tualisation (Gruber 1993). Knowing that our perception of the real world is influ-
enced by our subjective knowledge and cultural background (Frank 2001, Fonseca
et al. 2002, Burrough and Frank 1995), he defines five criteria for designing such an
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ontology: First, clarity; a semantic model is supposed to be impartial using a doc-
umented formalism. Second, logical coherence, third expandability on the basis of
the existing model, fourth minimal encoding bias and last minimal ontological com-
mitment. The first two points cannot easily be proofed but falsified. To be conform
to the third and the fifths criterion only basic concepts of geomorphological science
are represented here on the basis of the least commitment. Thus, the semantic model
formalized in this study is not meant to be complete but monotone expandable.

To achieve interoperability it is essential to follow international norms and stan-
dards as mentioned above. Here we use the Unified Modelling Language (UML)
and the Geography Markup Language (GML3) as an implementation of the ISO
19107, ISO 19123, and others.

2.1 The Used Formalism UML

In this study we represent all application models using the Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML) following the ISO 19109, rules for application schema (ISO 19109
2002). UML is an object oriented language to specify, visualize an document soft-
ware and application schemas (Cranefield and Purvis 1999).

As a simplification of real world phenomenon in UML Classes are drawn in
boxes (Fig. 1). A Class in UML is used to instantiate objects with the properties of
its Class. Anyway, _Classes with a prefixed underline are called abstract and
cannot directly be instantiated. Every Class may have additional attributes
and methods() determining its behavior.

One main advantage of UML is the concept of inheritance. A Subclass has the
relation of specialisation to a Superclass, i.e. it receives all the attributes,
methods(), and associations to other classes from the Superclass, which
might be overwritten. A specialisation in UML is drawn as a line with a white-
filled triangle pointing at the Superclass. Associations to other Classes may
be named or unnamed whereas multiplicities rule how many objects of one Class
are allowed to be associated with that of another. A special association is the aggre-
gation as a “part-of-association” drawn as a line with a white-filled diamond at the

Classname

attribute: type [multiplicity] {constraint}

method (input value):return value

association

named association

spezialisation

aggregation

multiplicities
*none, one or more

1.. *one or more

exactly one [no symbol]

+role

name

composition

Fig. 1 Overview of the main UML symbols used
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Class representing the “whole”. A composition is semantically equivalent to a
aggregation but with the added constraint that the whole is responsible for manag-
ing the lifetime of the part. It is drawn as a line with a black-filled diamond at the
Class representing the “whole”. Associated Classes may get roles to differen-
tiate two or more special instances of a Class. See (Booch et al. 1999, Oesterreich
1998) for detailed description of UML.

2.2 Geometry Model

We represent the spatial properties of landforms by objects of GML3’s geometry
model. As the implementation of the standards ISO 19107, Spatial schema (Herring
2001), ISO 19123, Schema for coverage geometry and functions (ISO/DIS 19123
2004), and others this geometry model meets the claim of interoperability. Thus,
data modeled with GML3 geometries can be exchanged from one application to
another without loss of content (Gröger and Kolbe 2005).

GML3 as well as ISO 19109 represents 3D geometries according to the concept
of boundary representation (Foley et al. 1995). That means that a Solid is repre-
sented by its bounding Surfaces which again are represented by their envelop-
ing Polygons. The application model introduced here uses a subset of the GML3
geometry package only and is quite similar to that of CityGML, an OGC adopted
Best Practice Paper for modelling 3D-Virtual-Cities (Gröger et al. 2005, 2007). The
used profile of GML3 is depicted in Fig. 2.

The geometry model of GML3 allocates classes of geometrical primitives
for each dimension. A zero-dimensional class Point, a one-dimensional class
_Curve, a two-dimensional class _Surface, and a three-dimensional class
_Solid. A _Solid is bounded by _Surfaces and _Surfaces by Curves.
In this model a Curve is restricted to be a straight line, thus only the GML3
class LineString is used. Surfaces are represented by Polygons, which are
defined as a planar geometry, i.e. all interior points and the boundary are required to
be located in one single plain. A Polygone is associated with exactly one instance
of the class _Ring representing the exterior boundary and zero or more, represent-
ing interior spaces within a Surface. Here only LinearRings are used.

A Surface is an UML composition of one ore more SurfacePatches,
while the Surface only belongs to one particular SurfacePatch.
One special SurfacePatch is the Triangle, which composes the
TriangulatedSurface. Again, one Triangle can only be associated
with one specific TriangulatedSurface.

All geometrical primitives may be combined to form aggregates, complexes, or
composite geometries. There is no restriction on the spatial relationship between
an aggregate’s components. They may be disjoint, overlapping, touching or discon-
nected. GML3 provides a special aggregate for each dimension, a MultiPoint, a
MultiCurve, a MultiSurface and a MultiSolid. By contrast a Complex
is topologically structured, i.e. its parts must be disjoint, must not overlap but
are allowed to touch at their boundaries or share parts of their boundaries. A
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<<Geometry>>
gml::_Geometry

<<Geometry>>
gml::_GeometricPrimitive

+solidMember

0..1

1..*

exterior

0..1 0..*

interior

<<Geometry>>
gml::Point

+position[1]:gml:DirectPosition

<<Geometry>>
gml::_Curve

<<Geometry>>
gml::LineString

+position[2..*]:gmlDirectPosition

+curveMember

0..1

0..1

1..*

<<Geometry>>
gml::CompositeCurve

<<Geometry>>
gml::CompositeSurface

<<Geometry>>
gml::Surface

<<Geometry>>
gml::Polygone

<<Geometry>>
gml::OrientableSurface

+orientation:gml:sign

<<Geometry>>
gml::CompositeSoilid

<<Geometry>>
gml::Solid

<<Geometry>>
gml::_Solid

0..2

+baseSurface

1..*surfaceMember

0..1

<<Geometry>>
gml::_Surface

<<Geometry>>
gml::_Ring

gml::SurfacePatch

<<Geometry>>
gml::Triangle

<<Geometry>>
gml::TriangulatedSurface

patches

interior

exterior

<<Geometry>>
gml::LinearRing

+position[4..*]:gml:DirectPosition

triangulatedPatches

0..*

exterior
*

<<Geometry>>
gml::TIN

+maxLength[0..1]:gml:LengthType
+breakLines[0..*]:gml:LineStringSegment
+stopLines[0..*]:gml:LineStringSegment

+controlPoints[0..1]:gml:posList

Fig. 2 UML diagram of the used geometry model (subset and profile of GML3)

Composite is a special complex provided by GML3 containing only elements
of the same dimension. Its elements must be disjoint as that of a Complex
but they must be topologically connected along their boundaries. A Composite
can be specialised to a CompositeSolid, a CompositeSurface, or a
CompositeCurve.

3 Application Model to Represent Geoobjects and Geoprocesses

Specific features are not directly represented in GML3. An application schema,
which is a formal model of the world we like to describe, has to be developed.
To do this for geoobjects and geoprocesses every entity class needs to be a speciali-
sation of the GML3 class _AbstractFeatureClass. Geometry is then linked
to the semantical features not by inheritance but by associating the GML3 geometry
class needed (Lake et al. 2004).

3.1 Formal Representation of a _Geoobject

A _Geoobject in this model is a landform that is relevant in the process-response
system (Fig. 3). The abstract class _Geoobject is modeled as a specialisation
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<<Feature>>
_Geoobject

+typeName:String
+Definition:String

+superComplex

+subComplex

*

*

contains

<<Feature>>
_Slope

+type:String[0..1] +superLayer

+subLayer

contains

+superSlope

+subSlope

represented by

has

1..*

contains

<<Geometry>>
gml::RectifiedGridCoverage

<<Geometry>>
gml::Polygone

0..1

*

**

*AttributeSet

+upperBoundary

+lowerBoundary
has0..1

is bounded by

FieldRepresentation

consists of

1..*

2..*
has

has

+age

has

has

+geometry

has

<<Geometry>>
gml::AbstractGeometry

Timespan

+start:gml:Date
+end:gml:Date[0..1]

_State

has

has

+start

+end

<<Feature>>
_Layer

0..1

Fig. 3 UML diagram of the formal model of a Geoobject

of GML3’s AbstactFeatureClass. It has one association to a Timespan
qualifying its age, i.e. the date of origin. While the age of a _Geoobject normally
cannot be assigned accurate to the nearest second, a Timespan has the attributes
start and end to determine a range of time.1It is represented by one or more
_States keeping the information of the _Geoobjects’s characteristics at a
given period of time. A _State is valid in between two Timespans whereas the
start is mandatory. However, the end is optional because a state of a geoobject might
still be valid. The modeling of a _State is meaningful since the characteristics of
a _Geoobject, like geometry, can change but its semantical identity remains.
The rockfall on 15 July 2003 at the Matterhorn is an obvious example (Rambauske
2003). Though the shape of the Hörnligrat was definitely changed, the identity of the
Matterhorn is still the same. In other words, the representation of a _Geoobject
by a _State enables us to keep records of its genesis.

A State of a _Geoobject is characterized by its geometry and material.
Latter is modeled by an AttributeSet which contains all the attributes to be
stored with a specialisation of a _Geoobject.

Geometry can be represented in two ways: First with a FieldRepresen-
tation and second with an association of GML3’s AbstractGeometry. As a
_Geoobject is an abstract class and cannot be instantiation directly, there is no
need to specify its geometry in more detail. Subclasses’ geometries, of course, need
a more detailed description. A FieldRepresentation holds an association
to a RectifiedGridCoverage, which is a common raster dataset like ESRI’s
Grid format. Additionally it has a planar LinearRing to map the feature’s shape,

1 There is no restriction on the durability of a _Geoobject’s creation. This might be the dura-
tion of a storm event for a linear erosional feature or tenth of years for a protalus rampart.
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e.g. when creating a digital geomorphologial map (Otto and Dikau 2004). There is
no need to store z-coordinates for the representing 2D shape. They can be derived
from the values of the RectifiedGridCoverage. A _State has none, one,
or two FieldRepresentations, one representing the upperBoundary and
the other the lowerBoundary of the feature. This is to calculate volumes if both
FieldRepresentations are available.

We want to stress here that the representation of a _Geoobject’s geometry by
a FieldRepresentation is not recommended. As a tesselation, i.e. a collection
of plane figures that fills the plane with no overlaps and no gaps (Worboys 1995),
it is not suitable to represent vertical walls or even overhangs. This restriction does
not apply to GML3 geometry classes used here.

A _Slope is a specialisation of the abstract class _Geoobject. As such it
inherits all the properties and associations. Referring to Dalrymple’s et al. and
Caine’s slope model (Caine 1974, Dalrymple et al. 1968) a _Slope may again
contain _Slopes. Therefore, it must be defined which of them is the hierarchi-
cally superordinately superslope and which one is the subslope. For example the
valley side of the Turtmann valley would be the superslope regarding the side
valleys cutting it, which are likewise composed of at least two slopes. The asso-
ciation contains thus represents the nested hierarchy of landforms. Smaller land-
forms sit on top of bigger ones and may cover them partly or in total (Ahnert
1988, Dikau 1989, Brunsden 1996). Hierarchy is a fundamental property of natural
systems.

Scale itself is explicitly not modeled as an attribute of any _Geoobject. The
purpose of doing so is threefold. First, there is no uniform definition in geomor-
phology how scales have to be appointed (Barsch 1978, Kugler 1974, Dikau 1989,
Ahnert 1996). Second, the recommended definitions may cause confusions regard-
ing other natural sciences. Normally Dimensions are named from yocto (10–24) to
yotta (1024) in steps of 103. Third, scale as a definition of the science of geomor-
phology can be easily derived from geometry properties of a _Geoobject using
geomorphometrical approaches discussed in (Pike 1995) or (Rasemann 2004).

A _Slope is bounded by two or more _Geoobjects or specialisations of this
class. At the upper end that is a crest, at the lower end the depth contour (Leopold
et al. 1964, Ahnert 1970, Dehn et al. 2001).2 It consists of one or more abstract
classes _Layer. A _Layer again may contain subLayers. Because the _Layer
is derived from _Geoobject, it exhibits association to a Timespan representing
its age and to a _State likewise.

3.2 Formal Representation of a Typical Soil Slope

Similar to the abstract class _Geoobject only specialised classes of
_Slope can be instantiated. A SoilSlope (Fig. 4) is aggregated of

2These geoobjects can be modeled as linear features (Löwner 2005, 2008), what was not made
here, however from space reasons.
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FieldRepresentation

1..*

1..*

represented by

0..2

<<Feature>>
SoilLayerBody

1..*

represented by

represented by

FieldRepresentation

SoilLayerAttributeSet

+faoClassification:Float
+soiltyp:String

SoilLayerBodyAttributeSet

soilType: String
color: String

0..2

0..2

gml::CompositeSolid

<<Feature>>
SoilSlope

1..*

FieldRepresentation

SoilLayerState

SoilSlopeState

gml::MultiSolid

SoilSlopeAttributeSet

SoilLayerBodyState

<<Feature>>
_Slope

<<Feature>>
_Layer

<<Feature>>
SoilLayer

<<Feature>>
_Geoobject

gml::Solid

Fig. 4 UML diagram of the formal representation of a SoilSlope

one or more SoilLayers which are specialisations of a _Layer. As a
SoilLayer may be dissected by erosional processes, it consists of one or more
SoilLayerBodies which are subclasses of a _Geoobject. It is rep-
resented by a SoilLayerBodyState which keeps its associations
to zero, one, or two FieldRepresentations and to exactly one
SoilLayerBodyAttributeSet. This class contains all the attributes
worth to be stored for a SoilLayer. This might be the soilType and the
colour for instance.3 Furthermore it has one GML3 geometry, a Solid. Thus, a
SoilLayerBody cannot be further divided into smaller parts. A Solid consists
of exactly one exterior Surface which is not depicted here (r.f. Fig. 2).

One or more SoilLayerBodies build up a SoilLayer. On the geometry
side this is formalised by a aggregation association of one or more Solids to a
MultiSolid. The advantage of a MultiSolid is that parts may be disjoint,
touching, or disconnected. A disadvantage is the lack of topological structure as
the parts of a MultiSolid may overlap. From both, the semantically and the
geometrically point of view, this must be explicitly demanded.

3 Note that this modeling approach does not mean to be complete neither in terms of classes that
may be defined, nor in terms of attributes describing the characteristic of a modeled class.
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The SoilSlope is aggregated by SoilLayers. One or more
MultiySolids of one or more SoilSlopes build up a CompositeSolid.
This GML3 geometry consists of Solids that must not overlap as well, but they
must be topologically connected along their boundaries.

Modeling of other slopes can be done analogous to the SoilSlope discussed
here. Hereby the number of subclasses of _Slope only depends on the different
sets of attributes one may find for special slopes. Genesis is not a reason for a cer-
tain specialisation of _Slope. In this semantic model the development of every
_Geoobject can be stored by an association to a _Geoprocess as discussed in
Sect. 3.3. We state that only a SoilSlope, a DebrisSlope, and a RockSlope
has to be modeled. This is due to different set of attributes one may define in order
to represent the different kinds of materials.

3.3 Formal Representation of a Geoprocess

Landforms are results of processes that, on the one hand, alter their geometry by
transportation of material and change their internal properties by weathering. On
the other hand, a _Geoobject influences a _Geoprocess by its shape and inter-
nal resistance to erosion processes, for instance. Thus, this dichotomy is not mono
directional. For a short time a process may alter landforms, but on a long time scale
it is affected by a land surface’s feature (Schumm and Lichty 1965). It depends
on the internal properties of a landform, whether it is affected by a process or not
(Schumm 1973).

In this formal representation of land surface features the modeling of a class
_Geoprocess serves two goals: First, to store the interconnection of two or more
_Geoobjects as a process-related accessibility; second, to represent the genesis
of a _Geoobject.

A _Geoprocess holds two associations to a _Geoobject (Fig. 5). It
alters one or more _Geoobjects while a _Geoobject enables one or more
_Geoprocesses. It is driven by a _Processforce, which might be spe-
cialised but always stronger than the internal thresholds of the landform altered.

A _Geoprocess occurs during a given Timespan. This might be different to
the Timespan of the corresponding _Processforce, again depending on the
internal thresholds of the _Geoobject. Take gravity as an example. It is present
at all times but only the weathering of a wall determines, whether and when a rock
fall takes place.

After a _Geoobject was altered by a _Geoprocess, its _State has
changed. This could be the change of one part of the geometry or of an attribute
value of the corresponding AttributeSet. Therefore, a method actualize
(Geoobject) is formulated that actualizes the associated _Geoobject. This
method corresponds to the action part of a trigger used in database management
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<<Feature>>
_Geoprocess

+actualize(Geoobject:self.Geoobject):
State

InternalProcess ComplexGeoprocess

enables

alters

1..*0..1

0..11..*

drivenby

1..*

0..*

{ordered}

Timespan

+start:gml:Date
+end:gml:Date[0..1]

SlopeWash

FormAlteringProcess

<<Feature>>

_Geoobject

_Processforce

has

has

Fig. 5 UML diagram of the formal model of a Geoprocess

systems, if a change of one attribute has to entail a change of other datasets
(Ullman 1988).

The change of a feature has to be propagated to that one it is composing.
Thus, a change of a minor part’s _State of a _Geoobject induces change
of the major _Geoobject’s _State as well. If, for instance, a Surface
of a _SoilLayerBody is changed by a _Geoprocess, a new instance of
its SoilLayer’s State as well as a new instance of a _State of the
SoilSlope has to be created. That does not mean to copy all the data associ-
ated with the _Geoobject. If aggregation of _Geoobjects viewed as tree in
graph theory (Jungnickel 1991), only father knots have to be actualized but not
the brothers. Due to XML’s XLink syntax, every constant geometry can be reused
(Fig. 6).

The abstract class _Geoprocess must be specialised for instan-
tiation. Subclasses modeled here are the InternalProcess, the
FormAlteringProcess, and the ComplexGeoprocess. First refers to
changes of the internal state of a feature, i. e. the set of a _Geoobject’s
attributes, while the second refers to a process, changing the -Geoobject’s
geometry by the transport of material. The last one is an aggregation of
_Geoprocesses. The parts have to be ordered by time of occurrence. This
is possible because every subclass of a _Geoprocess has its own Timespan.
The association of a ComplexGeoprocess is meant to store the genesis of
a _Geoobject. Then the _Geoobject can be viewed as an integral of all
processes over a given timespan.
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CompositeSolid

State 1 State 2

MultiSolid a

Solid a

Surface a Surface b1 Surface e

Surface d

Surface c

Surface f

Surface b2

State 1 State 2

MultiSolid b

State 1

State 1 State 2

Solid b

State 1

Solid c

State 1

SoilSlope

SoilLayer

SoilLayerBody

Fig. 6 A SoilSlope and its composing parts at two different states viewed as a tree in
graph theory. The SoilSlope consists of a CompositeSolid, which again consists of two
MultiSolids (a, b). MultiSolid a consists of two Solids (a, b) from which (a) is bounded
by two Surfaces (a, b1) at State 1 (solid arrows and boxes). After a Geoprocess changed
Surface b1 to b2, the change is propagated to its father knot until the top geometry is actual-
ized. On this path, new _States are initialized pointing at the valid geometries (dotted arrows
and boxes). Only data of Surface b2 will be additionally stored, none of the geometries will be
erased

4 Discussion

In this article we presented an application schema for landforms, processes and their
interaction based on the Geography Markup Language 3. Therefore, it is built up on
international standards like the ISO 19107, ISO 19123, and others. While GML3
is implemented using the Internet standard Extensible Markup Language (XML),
it fulfills all demands of heterogeneity (Sect. 1). Thus, it is capable to serve the
lossless exchange of data about landforms which are extensive in geometry and
internal properties.

To formalize some concepts of the science of geomorphology we followed
a object oriented approach, despite to advancements of field based methods. Of
course, geomorphometry has revealed reasonably findings in the filed of classifica-
tion of land surface units (Dikau 1989, 1996, Dikau and Schmidt 1999), quantita-
tive analysis of the surface (e.g. Zeverbergen and Thorne 1987, Evans 1972, Neil
and Mark 1987) or object extraction (e.g. Brändli 1997, Löwner et al. 2003), partly
with respect to hydrological evidence (e.g. Schmidt et al. 2000). Nevertheless, when
defining an application schema for landforms, more than their boundary layer has to
be considered. We adopted a normative approach to define a target format for land-
forms. This needs a definition of what we expect a landform to be in terms of objects
of the real world, like Thornbury did in the 1950th (Thornbury 1956). Moreover,
there are some doubts of the semantic evidence of land surface classification (Fisher
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and Wood 1998, Dehn et al. 2001), which is almost limited to the 2D land surface
(Chorley 1972), a limitation that should be overcome (Raper and Livingstone 1995).

The 3 dimensional geometry classes of the Geography Markup Language are
used to represent the shape of the landforms modeled. This is of great advantage
concerning interoperabilty while GML3 implements the international standards for
spatial data. Using the GML3 boundary representation implies that geoobjects, like
other objects in an object oriented view, have crisp boundaries (Burrough 1996).
This seems to be a problem, because even on the surface boundaries of landforms are
hard to determine. Often fiat boundaries are defined by the scientist (Smith 2000),
like on geomorphological maps. When using a normative approach of semantic
modeling, it is accidental whether boundaries can easily be determined in the field
or not. It is more crucial that landforms actually have boundaries (Couclelis 1996).

In addition to geometry, representation the internal properties of geoobjects are
modeled here. We did this using a set of attributes that has to be redefined for every
type of geoobject. In this model the status of the set of attributes as well as the
geometry are not directly linked with the geoobject. They are valid for a specific
state of the geoobject and therefore, independent from the semantic identity of the
landform. While geometry and attributes like, for instance, soil type might change
over thousands of years, it is possible to represent still the same object in this formal
model. Therefore, one has the ability to store the evolution of a geomorphic system.
If desired, the state of a system thousand years ago may be queried in a database.
Even scenarios of process modeling may be stored.

The presented application model allows the representation of processes. This is
meant to be a representation within a database, not for empirical or physical based
process modeling. Casually some formula may be stored as an attribute of a specific
class. The main reason to model geoprocesses is a general association with a geoob-
ject. Despite the taxonomy of different geomorphic processes is not very detailed in
this approach, it is possible to represent a geoobject’s genesis in terms of different
processes affecting it during lifetime for different periods of time. The differentiated
modeling of a _Geoprocess and a ProcessForce enables the representation
of internal resistance or thresholds of a landform against external forces (Schumm
1973, 1979). For instance a rain fall event can be stored as long as it might take as
well as the form altering process of overland flow. Moreover, this representation is
capable to map cascading systems of material transportation and storage in more
detail than other formalisms used in geomorphology (Löwner 2008).

The main advantage of the formal model presented here is that it is based
on international standards. For this reason it is applicable to all informational
technologies developed for data exchange. To archive this, it needs to do the fol-
lowing. First, the model needs to be extended in terms of more classes representing
more geoobjects than in this study. Therefore, the model is expandable in a mono-
tone way (Gruber 1993), meaning that the existing formalisation does not need to
be altered when adding new concepts. This can be found in Löwner (2005) and
Löwner (2008). However, the approach presented here strictly divides the shape and
internal properties of a geoobject from it semantic identity. Second, a formulation of
the developed model in a true GML3 schema needs to be done. While expressing a
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model in UML is more usefully for discussion, a web feature service needs a XML-
schema. Third, as our intension is the development of a target format to store the
complexity of the interrelationship of landforms and processes, this model needs to
be expanded in terms of field work. This alludes to the representation of meta data,
meaning how the data is archived in the field. A basic approach for representing
field and laboratory data is given in (Schmidt 2001). Nevertheless, meta data have
to be represented using the ISO 19115 ISO/FDIS 19115 to archive interoperabil-
ity and thus a possibility to transfer even complex data without loss of semantical
information.
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